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Today

8:00-8:30 Welcome Coffee

8:30-9:00

9:00-9:30

9:30-10:00

10:00-10:30 Coffee

10:30-11:00

11:00-11:30

11:30-12:00

13:00-13:30

13:30-14:00

14:00-14:30

14:30-15:00 Coffee

15:00-15:30

15:30-16:00

16:00-16:30

16:30-1700

17-… Visit of the city + Dinner

Thursday

Hands-on: Methcomp

12:00-13:00 Lunch

Methods Comparison

Threshold Determination

Hands-on: treshold determination
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Outline

ddpcRquant overview

Annotation Requirements & Limitations

Demo Analysis

Exporting Data from the ddpcr Reader

Running ddpcRquant

DIY Analysis

Repeat the demo analysis starting from the csv files

Perform a new analysis with exporting csv files from Quantasoft
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ddpcRquant
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Limitations

ddpcRquant is made for 1-D analysis (QX100)

- 1 channel at a time

- If 2 channels per well => one after the other will be analyzed

Use the NTCs to calculate a single threshold

- Whether the extreme value measured in the NTC is a real or 

false positive value is beyond the scope of ddpcrquant

ddpcRquant uses a predefined annotation
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Annotation Requirements

Before the ddPCR run: Annotation & Input Info

SampleName: NTC/ntc can only by in the name of the negative control

AssayName: different assay names required

Type: Select Ch1Unknown or Ch2Unknown (nothing else at the moment)

WellNumber: automatically

This info will be stored in the Head file
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Annotation Requirements

Decimal sign needs to be “ . “

Control Panel > Regional and Language options > Format tab
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Exporting Data from Quantasoft

After ddPCR run: Load ddPCR data into Quantasoft

head

Raw data

QS
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Exporting Data from Quantasoft
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Exporting Data from Quantasoft
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Exporting Data from Quantasoft

After exporting the folder should look like:

head

Amplitude 
csv

QS
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Exporting Data from Quantasoft

This is how the csv file should look like

On the first row:
3 names seperated by 2 commas

Next rows:
2 commas

Depending on the measured
channels 1 or 2 decimal numbers

Cluster number
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Running ddpcRquant

Download following files from http://www.ddpcrquant.ugent.be

or dropbox

- ddpcrquant_functions.R

- ddpcrquant_guide.R

- amplitude_testfiles.zip

- exercise_testfiles.zip

ddpcrquant is made for for QX100  and QX200 is coming soon
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Running ddpcRquant

3 options

1) Fully automated

- Only if all assays are run with same volume template DNA  & ddpcr mix

Standard: 2 µL template in 20 µL reaction (user adjust)

Update: ddpcr.fullquant can be run per individual assay (user adjust)

2) Semi automated: assay per assay

- Determine assays (ddpcr.read)

- Automated analysis on selected assay (ddpcr.fullquant)

3) Step-by-Step analysis: assay per assay

- Determine assays (ddpcr.read)

- Threshold determination + QC (ddpcr.threshold)

- Automated analysis with default threshold or adapted threshold per 
assay (ddpcr.fullquant)
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ddpcRquant Fully Automated

ddpcr.fullquant( work.dir = getwd(), 

outputfile = "output_ddpcrquant",

assay = FALSE,

threshold.int = 0.9995,

reps = 100, 

blocks = 150,

threshold.manual = FALSE,

ci.conc.method = "wilson", 

ci.conc = 0.95, 

vol.mix = 20, 

vol.temp = 2 )

Output is copies/µL in your 20 µL ddPCR mix

Set vol.mix and vol.temp = 1 if you have used different volumes per assay 
(calculate the dilution after the analysis OR use the assay argument!)
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ddpcRquant Fully Automated

workdir defaults to getwd(), set working directory to folder with the amplitude.csv files and  head 
file Alternatively, give correct filepath (i.e. "c:/folder/file")

outputfile defaults to "output_ddpcrquant", type in other folder name

assay defaults to FALSE, numeric (cannot exceed number of assays run)

if a value is set, only this assay will be run

threshold.int defaults to 0.9995, numeric, between 0-1

reps repetition of the extreme value distribution fit defaults to 100, can be changed to 1-10000

more reps = more accurate = but more processing time

blocks block size, range between 100-300 

threshold.manual defaults to FALSE, numeric, if a value is set, it will override treshold.int (run 
without extreme value theory)

ci.conc.method all methods from dpcR are possible: wilson (default), agresti-coull, exact, 
prop.test, profile, lrt, asymptotic, bayes, cloglog, logit, probit

ci.conc defaults to 0.95, numeric, between 0-1

vol.mix defaults to 2, numeric

vol.sample defaults to 20, numeric
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ddpcRquant Fully Automated
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ddpcRquant Fully Automated

Sample 
plots

NTC 
plots

Csv
summary

HTML
summary
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ddpcRquant Semi Automated (Assay)

ddpcrquant.read( work.dir=getwd() )

workdir defaults to getwd(), so set working directory to folder with 

the amplitude.csv files and  head file

Alternatively, give correct filepath (i.e. "c:/folder/file")

After running this 8 objects will appear in the environment

list_assays list of assays with Well, Sample, TypeAssay, Assay

ntc_id list of assays with all ntc well ids per assay

sample_id list of assays with all sample well ids per assay

headfile name of the headfile

head_filtered head file with selected info of the ddpcr run

amplitudefiles vector containing the names of all amplitude files

ddpcrfiles vector containing the names of all ddpcrfiles

assays which assays are run
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ddpcRquant Semi Automated (Assay)

ddpcr.fullquant( work.dir = getwd(), 

outputfile = "output_ddpcrquant",

assay = 1,

threshold.int = 0.9995,

reps = 100, 

blocks = 150,

threshold.manual = FALSE,

ci.conc.method = "wilson", 

ci.conc = 0.95, 

vol.mix = 20, 

vol.temp = 2 )

Adjust the assay argument  to select a single assay (i.e. assay =1)

If per assay you used different volumes of mix and tmp (adjust)
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ddpcRquant Step-by-Step

ddpcrquant.read()

ddpcrquant.threshold( threshold.int = 0.9995,

reps = 1, 

blocks = 150,

threshold.manual = FALSE,

assay = FALSE,

saveplots = FALSE,

outputfile = FALSE,

ci.conc.method ="wilson", 

ci.conc= 0.95,

vol.mix = 20,

vol.temp = 2 )

saveplots defaults to FALSE, if set TRUE, plots will be saved
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ddpcRquant Step-by-Step

For every assay the NTC threshold plot should have appeared

the right side of the screen + a new object report_ntc that contains the

threshold values per assay

If the threshold does not suit the end-user, try the following:

- Determine which assay threshold does not look good

- Run ddpcrquant.threshold with selected assay (i.e. assay = 1)

and adapt the following:

1) adapt threshold.int (range: 0.99-0.9999995)

2) adapt number of blocks (range: 100-300)

3) run again with a manual threshold

To obtain quantification results run the ddpcr.fullquant() according to 

your changes per assay
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Repeat Demo

1) Try to obtain the same output as in the demo exercise

- set rep = 10 to shorten processing time 

- set threshold = 0.995

- try run with higher reps & thresholds to see difference (reps= 50 
or threshold 0.9995)

2) Run the function with a threshold value of 0.9999 and
evaluate the difference

3) Try running RnaseP assay with a manual threshold

- ddpcrquant.read: get info on your ddpcr run

- ddpcrquant.threshold: evaluate threshold plot

- Run ddpr.fullquant: with a manual threshold
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Exercise

Open the QS file

Export data from QS: make sure your decimal sign is set to a dot .

Try the Step-by-Step analysis

ddpcrquant.read()

- how many assays were run? (run object list_assays)

- which channel was used for the assays? (check the head file)

ddpcrquant.threshold()

- evaluate the threshold for the first assay only (assay argument!)

- transfer the threshold to the ddpcr.fullquant function

ddpcr.fullquant()

- use the threshold you selected from the ddpcrquant.threshold step
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Hope it works most of the time!


